
EDITOR'S PREFACE.

SINCE the Fifth Part of this work was published, the hand that wrote it has become still. After

thirty-four years of labour at the Lexicon, Mr. Lane died, on the tenth of August, 1876.

It was his special wish that the; work which had occupied 90 large a part of his life should

be completed by me, and that wish absolves me from the charge of presumption to whiclh I

might otherwise be exposed. To complete it as it has been begun is indeed beyond the power

of any living Orientalist: but I hope that, so far as knowledge of my Uncle's methods of workl

and jealous love for his memory may avail, I may not prove altogetlher unworthy of the great

trust he reposed in me.

Informed of my purpose, Her Grace the Dowager Duchess of Northumberland immediately

offered to continue to the work that generous support which she had given during my Unicle's life.

A careful examination of the manuscripts and notes wvhich my Uncle lhad accumulated convinced

me that there was more to be done than I had at first supposed. I founid articles in three

different stages : some consisting only of Mr. Lane's own notes, without any reference to the

original authorities; others written, but needing to be collated witlh one or two manuscripts aequired

later; and some completely written and ready for the press. The difference is explained by the

fact that Mr. Lane was of necessity. obliged to write in the order of the Sihah, and that as the

printers gradually approached him he finished those articles which were likely to be speedily

wanted: for he began to print when he had written ratlher more than half the work. The notes

of his own were simply the results of his long experience in the lang,uage, aud were to be inter-

woven with the translations from the original authorities when the articles came to be written.

At the time of his death my Uncle was engaged on the article Jj. tTp to this poiilt every

article is ready for the printers. Of the rest the majority are written, but some need collation.

In these circumstances I think it best to publish in Part VI. only to the end of the letter o.

A part of the following letter is not completed, and to fill the lacunae would delay the publication

of the volume. The present Part therefore contains only c and 9. Up to p. 2386 the proofs

were corrected by Mr. Lane; after that, by mysel£ The next Part, which I shall bring out so soon

as is compatible with sound work and careful printing, will contain <j, , J, .; and the last,

c), a, j, CS. After the publication of Part VIII., I shall begin to prepare Book II., comprising

the rare words and anrae Xeyo't&tva, which Mr. Lane estimated as two Parts, or one thick Part.

The appearance of this Part has been delayed by the difficulties presented in the composition

of the Memoir which is prefixed. I have had to tell the story of a' life spent, partly on account


